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JBL Elevates Gaming Lineup with New and
Enhanced JBL Quantum Series
JBL Quantum range now includes XBOX and PlayStation compatible console headsets   

CES 2023 Vegas – 4th January 2023 – JBL strikes again with the expansion of its JBL

Quantum Series headsets. After the success of the JBL Quantum 910 Wireless and JBL

Quantum 610 Wireless, JBL is launching the next instalments in the series, the JBL Quantum

360X/P and JBL Quantum 910X/P. Specifically designed for XBOX and PlayStation consoles,

the latest headsets provide impeccable sound quality, ensuring seamless communication no

matter the environment.
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Every gamer has a preference, so JBL offers players wireless spatial audio virtualisation with

head tracking specific to console. The JBL Quantum 910X/P provides gamers with JBL’s

QuantumSPATIAL 360 immersive audio with head tracking for spot on accuracy. The 360X/P

and the 910X/P are equipped with JBL’s DualSOURCE, ensuring you never miss a call even in

the heat of the battle. You’ll also look the part with a new sleek design, inspired by your

preferred console. Available in brand aligning colourways, white and blue for PlayStation and

black and green for Xbox, gamers can fully immerse themselves in the experience. 

“Since we ventured into the gaming space, our mission has always been to develop top-tier

audio products for all-level gamers,” said Dave Rogers, President, HARMAN Lifestyle Division.

“JBL Quantum products provide gamers with outstanding sound features and innovative

designs, allowing them to stay in the zone, loud and clear. Our JBL Quantum portfolio,

including the new XBOX and PlayStation additions, give players at every level a competitive

advantage for their console preferences.”

JBL Quantum 910X & JBL Quantum 910P

XBOX and PlayStation users can now match headsets to their favourite consoles. Kicking off

this series and primed to be one of the most advanced headsets on the market, the JBL

Quantum 910X and 910P are equipped with JBL QuantumSPATIAL 360 audio with integrated

head tracking, allowing gamers to experience the very best spatial surround sound via the USB-

A/C wireless connection on the console. With active noise cancelling, gamers block out any

unwanted background sounds and fully immerse themselves in the game.
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JBL Quantum 360X & JBL Quantum 360P

Take the competition to the next level with the JBL Quantum 360 series. With the ability to play

and charge at the same time, users will never miss out on the action. The JBL Quantum 360

X/P feature DualSOURCE allowing wireless connection to two devices via Lossless 2.4 GHz and

Bluetooth, as well as up to 22 hours of battery life, meaning players can stay connected with

their teammates without delay.   

 

All JBL Quantum X and P headsets will be available on uk.jbl.com from mid-March 2023 and

come in JBL’s latest eco-friendly packaging.
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ABOUT JBL

The JBL brand epitomizes the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like
Woodstock and concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL
products elevate listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every
moment. With 75 years of unmatched professional credentials and industry leading innovation, the JBL brand
expertly blends a bold vision of the future with the passion and talent of engineers and designers around the
globe. JBL’s Signature Professional Sound is the leading technology that powers major pop culture events, and
the brand has partnered with the world’s top talent across music, sports and esports.
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